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Semester 2 COURSE NAME Teachers 

Advanced Corporate Accounting 
Sunitha K S 
Nair

CO1
CO2

CO3
CO4
CO5

INTERNATION
AL BUSINESS

Betsy Manuel 

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Strategic Management Shahna C K

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Human Resource Management Reshma P.R

CO1

CO2
CO3
CO4

Quantitative Techniques

AJI DANIYAL & 
RAJAGOPAL A 
T

CO1
CO2

CO3

CO4

Semester 4 COURSE NAME Teachers 



legal framework for IT based Business and 
Intellectual Property Rights 

Remyakrishnan  
Bushara. V. B

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

E-Commerce and E-Business Betsy Manuel 

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Income Tax Assessment and Procedure 
Lagheesh V M/ 
Shahna C K

CO1
CO2

CO3

CO4

CO5

Advanced Cost and Management Accounting Reshma P.R

CO1
CO2
CO3

CO4
CO5



Course Outcomes 
To introduce the concept of Holding companies and subsidiary company 
To Create awareness about Public Utility Concerns 
To understand the accounting problems of Voyage account and Liquidation of 
company
To familiarize the concept of insolvency procedure

To introduce the concept of international business 
To create awareness on the changes in the international business arena
To create the awareness of Foreign exchange market and exchange rates
To study the procedure of import and export and various payment modes.

To provide an awareness regarding various strategies and it's applications
To familiarize with various strategic planning and evaluation tools
To understand the various models of external and internal environment analysis
To develop an idea about the strategy formulation process at corporate level

To provide basic concepts of HRM and performance appraisal 
To familiarise with Human Resource Development, Stress Management and Work 
life management
To provide an idea about various aspects of training 
To evaluate the real cases of industrial relations 
To familiarise HR Outsourcing, HR Accounting and HR Audit 

To provide basic knowledge of analyzing data using various statistical and 
mathematical techniques for business decisions
To enable better reporting for decision making
To highlight the benefits as well as the limits of quantitative analysis in a real-world 
context.
To orient the students to various hypotheses testing methods as to how and where 
appropriately they can be applied.



To study about Intellectual Property Rights 
To understand copyright, trademark, and various kinds of e- contact 
To understand about Cyber space
To identify different concepts of cyber world

To understand E-banking and the different types of E-payment system i
To create awareness on the various E-banking business models.

To understand the computation of total Income and tax liability of firm and AOP
To carry out the assessment of companies and their tax liability. 
Understanding the process of income tax assessment, including filing of returns, 
assessment methods (regular assessment, scrutiny assessment, etc.), 
and provisions for rectification and appeals.
Analyzing tax planning strategies to minimize tax liability within the framework 
of the Income Tax Act, and studying tax management techniques for 
individuals and businesses.
Keeping abreast of recent amendments to the Income Tax Act, landmark
judgments, and important rulings by tax authorities and tribunals.
Apply Activity Based Absorption Methods instead of conventional Absorption 
Method.
Apply the Marginal Costing Principles in decision Making Situations of Business.
Dealing with practical cases of pricing Decisions in different Situations.
Understand the concept of standard costing and the process of cost control 
through it 
Deals with practical issues related to transfer pricing


